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Melodie Jeng/Getty Images Whether by a simple cut or a double process, New York girls don't play when it comes to their hair. The best girls in town have their beauty salons locked up because they know that looking effortlessly cool often involves frequenting the best colorists and stylists in town. So which NYC salons
are worthy of their beautiful locks? If you are reluctant to try a new place or ready to book a color update, we have you covered. We ask some locals to share their favorite places and juda masters, then you will have peace of mind knowing that your hair is in good hands with these professionals. Keep reading to discover
the best beauty salons in New York according to these cool girls from big cities. Who/Where: Carlina Ortega previously at Rita Hazan New York Carlina is so easy to work with and so sweet. It works by creating a vibrant and bold hue and highlights its best features. And being in Rita Hazan, she uses amazing hair
treatments. I just went from blue highlights back to a chocolate brown, and because it was such an intense change of color, I went for an amazing Japanese inspired hair treatment soon after. It really made a huge difference. Who/Where: Tommy Buckett in Serge Normant Not only is Tommy a close personal friend, but
he has become my point of view for my locks. He also collaborates with me on the lookbook of each season working with the models on set. He is a genius and fully embraces the natural texture of my hair and runs with it. I have trusted him for years with my hair, moreover I welcome any excuse to reach my friend!
Who/Where: Deion at Time Salon I've been going to Deion's Time Salon in Brooklyn, New York, for almost 10 years. After wearing my hair in braids most of my life, Deion gave me my first short haircut, and we've been together ever since. She's a master cutter! Who/Where: Lena Ott and Amy Farid at Caroline Suite My
favorite salon is the Caroline Suite at 65 Greene Street in SoHo. Lena Ott is the most amazing hair colorist, but I also worked with Cara and Mauricio, and they're great too. Amy Farid is amazing in style and cuts. They're really the hair dream team! Who/Where: Dallace in Prince + Broad; Frank in Fourteen Jay; Cristian
at Biolage R.A.W. Since I can remember, I have seen the 'blonde queen' Dallace, who now has her own salon in SoHo, Prince + Broad. She knows what she does when it comes to blondes and does an amazing job. From my cuts, I see Frank at Fourteen Jay in TriBeCa. It gives me the perfect cut every time, and my
hair always looks and feels so healthy. Whenever I need an explosion, I visit any of the girls in Drybar, and when I need a styling session, I visit Cristian at the Biolage R.A.W. salon — he gives me the perfect waves from the beach! Aura Friedman at Sally Hersberger Downtown Sally Hershberger Downtown is my jam —
mainly because of Aura Friedman. That sound a little dramatic, but I can confidently say that she's one of the most talented. Talented. of our time. She is known to be able to make anyone look good blond and 2) mixing bright and unnatural colors that end up looking supernaturally blended. But it's not just Aura. The
salon houses a number of insantly talented colorists, such as Dana Ionato, who is brilliant and makes the best balayage. Who/Where: Luis Payne at Hairrion Salon My Salon is the Hairroin Salon in Herald Square, and my stylist is Luis Payne, the artistic director. He specializes in creating a very good color. I usually have
my hair cut nicely straight with small layers to give my super thin hair some volume, and Luis balayages my hair from about the midpoint to the ends to make it look like a natural progression. I love buying a gray-brown. It's very hard to get cold for Asian hair, but it manages to do it! Who/Where: Jeff Chastain at the Jeff
Chastain Salon. First of all, you have to follow him on Instagram — it's an amazing combination of his clients, his cat and his huge tattooed muscles. His line is my go-to: I live by his moisturizing sea salt spray ($24). Besides being talented, he is a lovely person and easy to talk to, which is essential in a hairdresser. You
have to be comfortable enough with each other to give honest feedback — hair is very important for lack of communication. You'll see mentions of cat hair and cat skin. The two terms are often used interchangeably, but is there any difference? All mammals have hair, whether human, whales, pigs, elephants, cats, dogs
or monkeys. The hair has a different appearance, feel and purpose, depending on the development of the individual species. Technically speaking, the term skin is usually confined to mammals with very thick body hair. Humans have sparse hair, so it's usually not called skin. With cats, you will often see the body hair
called skin. With some hairless breeds, such as sphynx, the short and low material that is almost invisible is usually called hair. Terms like hair balls are to describe fur cats swallowing and then cutting, while people affectionately refer to their own cats as fur balls or furkids. You can think of cat hair as an individual strand
and cat skin as collective; for example, a cat hair is what you find in your black jacket. There may be many of them, but they are not all gathered as fur is on your cat. When preparing your cat, you can comb your hair or brush your skin. To further complicate matters, breeders often describe the overall appearance of a
cat's fur as their coat. You will see this term used almost exclusively in breed patterns, but you will also see hair mentioned, such as in breeds or divisions of long hair or short hair. The point is that you'll be correct if you call the cute and hairy things that cover cat hair, fur or coat. Use the most comfortable term for you.
Like all hair, cat hair originates in the epidermis (under the skin), and the type of hair determines the There is a muscle next to the root, just below the skin, which is extremely sensitive to temperature. In cold weather, or when a cat is scared or alarmed this muscle gets contracted, causing the attendant's hair to stand up,
creating that familiar Halloween cat look. Cats can have one to three types of hair in their coats, sometimes referred to as double coat, or triple coat, in addition to their characteristic whiskers, which are also hair. The whiskers are long, thick and tactile hair that extends along the sides of the muzzle, the cheeks, above the
eyes, the cheeks, and the outside of the lower legs on cats. Whiskers are extremely sensitive and play an important role in cats' ability to measure vents, find their way into total darkness, and they may even contain an ability to smell. Whiskers are also an important factor in revealing the body language of cats. Guard hair
is the longer, stiffer hair that extends beyond the base coat (cut hair). These are the hairs that usually determine the basic color of the cat. Guard hairs help slow down water to keep a cat dry. The coat is also called down. It is the softest and cutest hair that provides warmth. This is hair that tends to kill if a cat is not
prepared regularly. There are several different definitions of arado hair, depending on the breed of cat, but the cut hairusually form the basic coat. In some breeds, awning hair (thinner) may have the same length as guard hairs, while in other breeds, such as the Manx, the guard hairs are longer. They are sparse and thin
hairfor babies, like those found in the cat sphynx. (Humans also have vellus in all but some parts of the body.) As in humans, curly hair in cats has flattened shafts, while straight hair has round shafts. Krister Parmstrand /Getty Images Allergen cats carry a small protein particle called Feld1, which is found in the saliva of
cats. They transfer it to the hair when it is arranged, where it dries in microscopic flakes, commonly called dander. Cat hair too long or thick will hold more dander, which is where people get the misconception that hair is the allergen. Dander can also be found throughout the house: in the air, in bed, and on carpets and
curtains. The good news is that in many cases, allergies to the cat's house can be controlled. Although my sex is often accused of it, I don't want to spend an hour getting ready in the morning. I'd rather shower, do my hair and leave my apartment in less than 20 minutes. So needless to say I was excited to try out the
new T3 Bespoke Labs wet or dry straightening iron- could this be the answer to my time and unruly hair problems? Smoothing, or flat, the chapinhas use heat to flatten and straighten their hair, and they've been around for over a century. The best available today use ceramic plates instead of metal for more uniform and
efficient heat distribution and a less severe effect on hair strands. Stunning debutIf the T3 iron works for professionals, then it should be for me. And what test better than during New York Fashion Week? Last month, T3 sponsored Orlando Pita, a Manhattan-based stylist who used the newly launched iron to create
stunning hairstyles on models that show off the latest couture from designers such as Oscar de la Renta, Doo-Ri Chung, Derek Lam and Proenza Schouler. For the Oscar de la Renta show on February 5, Pita used the T3 iron to create an exotic twist on the classic ponytail. Oscar wanted a young and prepared finish, pita
notes; he used the iron to finish the look. The loopy ponytail adds polished edge - it's fresh, but it doesn't look like the girls could do it themselves. The tips have to be too straight to stand out, he says. The professional stylist has more praise for the T3: You can dial up or dial down the temperature, but it's consistent on
all ceramic plates no matter how much you use it, adds Pita. Straight ScienceIron uses an innovative construction called SmartPipes, which allows ceramic plates to instantly and accurately heat at a selected temperature (between 140°F and 410°F), and maintain this heat consistently for reliable results. This also helps
prevent voltage spikes, which are often responsible for affecting iron longevity. T3 iron plates are embedded with tourmaline, a semi-precious jewel that helps protect hair cuticles from drying out. Tourmaline also generates infrared heat from the plates, which penetrates deeper into the hair so that it dlows faster (and iron
can be used on wet hair). Also, the T3 iron is not only effective, but beautiful, with a row of shiny crystals on the handles - you won't mind leaving it on the bathroom counter. One caveat: even if iron can be used on wet or dry hair, I would recommend drying only for a few minutes at least to get rid of excessive moisture.
(The T3 also has some high-end inputs in this field - its Evolution Professional dryer ($300) patented technology that gives a remarkably uniform and smooth airflow as well as a removable air filter -- and clean -- .) T3 irons are available in two sizes: narrow, which has ceramic plates infused in tourmaline of 1 and wide
iron, with wide plates of 13/4. You won't find T3 irons in your typical corner pharmacy. They are available at luxe beauty retailer Sephora as well as sophisticated department stores like Nordstrom (JWN) - Get Report and Henri Bendel (800-423-6335), or in Canada in Holt Renfrew (866-465-8736). I was surprised to find
that T3 iron costs only $200, less than half the cost of a permanent, salon-only solution such as Japanese hair straightening treatment. It's worth the price. My hair was straight and straight after just a quick sweep with the T3, much faster (and than a trip to the beauty parlor. I'd rather have a portable iron than have to
spend the time, effort and money to straighten it out by a stylist. It's no surprise that the salon professionals see a little less enthusiastic. Edward Tricomi, owner of warren tricomi's high-end salon, says the irons won't replace a blow dryer. However, they are great tools, says Tricomi, who recommends harvesting an iron
(always with ceramic plate) based on its shape and size. Other excellent straightening iron options include Solia, which has ion ceramic plates, and Sedu, a U.S.-produced iron that has ultra-smooth ceramic/tourmaline plates. Or try the T3. According to Kent Yu, head of California-based company T3 Micro, T3 Bespoke
Labs is T3's newest and most sophisticated collection of style tools so far. Next time I wake up late for work, I'm not going to get stressed out. High-end irons can make your life much easier. Enjoy the Good Life? Send us an email with what you would like to see in future articles. Articles.
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